Q & A

- How are we going to allocate to ensure homelessness prevention addressed:
  - Group will make decisions on this issue.

- What are % rates of different categories (what is prevalence & impact to hospitals)?

- Who will do the evaluation?
  - Evaluation Director with input from RPC.

- Will partnership reach out to groups to address sustainability?
  - Yes - start up is costly.

- $ may go further by looking to leverage different target groups.

- Must leverage funding - $5.5M isn't necessarily all there is - collaborate!

- Children feed many target groups.

- Can we assume more $ coming in (leverage $5.5M) - in out years
  - Up to RPC - risks not being able to see program through.

- Don't dilute $ too much - look at multi-year grant (3yr or 4yr).

- What are other "successful" models?
  - Public/private partnership + community driven:
    - Partnerships are unique.
  - Evidence-based models:
    - Focused on specific target population.
  - Learning lab models:
    - Learning collaborative:
    - Initiative model - longer-term.

- Are we limited to hit funds?
  - $3M is MHSA innovation.
  - Not sure what other $ is available from other orgs.